
Level 1 Certification Evaluation
Below are the rubrics used to assess the three on-court evaluations. These should be reviewed prior
to completing the evaluations so candidates know exactly what is expected of them.

In order to pass each evaluation, the candidate must meet the standard in all categories. If a
candidate does not meet all standards on a particular evaluation, they will not pass that
evaluation. In this case, candidates may choose to resubmit that evaluation demonstrating that they
meet the standards.

$25 Resubmission fees apply for each test resubmitted.

Candidate Name:

Date Submitted:

OVERVIEW

Meets Standard with Honours

Meets Standard ✅

Marginal Pass

Does Not Meet Standard

Met Standard ✅ Marginal ⚠ Did Not Meet Standard ❌



PLAYING SKILLS EVALUATION

Skill
Did they
meet the
standard?

Notes:

Groundstroke Rally
(Half court; 6 consecutive to baseline; 3 FH & 3 BH) ✅

Groundstroke to Volley
(Half court; 8 consecutive using FH & BH; no more than 2 above shoulders of net
player)

✅

Serve Direction
(At least 7/10 to correct side of target; hit equal attempts from left and right court) ✅

Overhead Smash
(Half court; at least 7/10 to partner at baseline) ✅

Volley to Groundstroke
(Half court; at least 8 consecutive to baseline; used FH & BH) ✅

Comments: instructor has playing skills that meet the L1 standard.

Did the candidate pass this
evaluation?

✅⚠ ❌

TEACHING EVALUATION

Teaching
Point

Did they set
the context?

Did they
explain the
tactic?

Was the
teaching point
correct?

Did they
demonstrate by
hitting balls and
doing so
correctly?

Notes:

Height of
Groundstroke

✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Direction of
Serve

✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Height of
Volley

✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Impact Point
of Volley

✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Comments: instructor delivered the technical teaching points clearly and with a
well-connected tactic.

Did the candidate pass this evaluation?

✅⚠ ❌



DEMONSTRATION EVALUATION

Activity
Did they set
up the court
correctly &
safely?

Was the
demonstration
of the activity
done correctly?

Was the activity
executed properly? Notes:

Serve, Return +1 ✅ ✅ ✅

Groundstrokes & Volleys ✅ ✅ ✅

Real Game with Bonus
Points

✅ ✅ ✅

Beat the Catch ✅ ✅ ✅

2 on 1 ✅ ✅ ✅

Comments: the instructor demonstrated the activities effectively.

Did the candidate pass this
evaluation?

✅⚠ ❌

FINAL COMMENTS
Thank you for submitting your evaluations. Here is some additional feedback in addition to the notes above:

- your playing skills met the Level 1 standard
- you showed a good understanding of the technical teaching points and taught them well
- you had a good presence on the court that showed leadership and care
- activity demonstrations were generally well done

Congratulations on earning PCI Level 1 Instructor Certification! We are thrilled to count you as one of PCI’s certified
instructors. If there is anything we can do to help you with your future coaching, please let us know. And given how well you
did with this course, we really hope you consider our Level 2 program – we think you’d be a great candidate!

Mark Renneson


